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OUR STORY

Clearview Accessories™ began in 2006, as a family run
business owned by entrepreneur Mike Cowan and his
son-in-law Jay Praag. In the years that followed, Mike
and Jay turned their small family business with three
full-time employees, into one of Australia’s most
respected 4WD and Touring Brands.

With a strong passion for the automotive industry,
quality design and discipline in professional
workmanship, our trust is built within our values of
creating high quality ADR compliant designs. Since our
inception, our unrelenting commitment to creating
solutions found nowhere else, has helped us establish
our position as a leader in manufacturing unique 4wd
and touring accessories. With an entrenched
enterprising spirit, we are dedicated to creating value
for, and delighting our customers.

From humble beginnings, Clearview Accessories™ has
grown and today manufactures a range of unique,
quality products for your next off-road adventure!
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When it comes to road safety, having full visibility of your vehicle
and your caravan, trailer or horse float is paramount. Clearview
Towing Mirrors™ extend your field of vision when towing,
changing lanes or reversing, to help see you to your destination
safely.

Clearview Towing Mirrors™ are designed to take the stress out of
worrying about compliance, as towing mirrors are a legal
requirement when towing anything wider than your vehicle. From
Cape York’s Telegraph Track to the Gibb River Road, Clearview
Towing Mirrors are purpose-built tough for Australian conditions!

Choose between:

Compact Towing Mirrors feature a large,
single convex mirror in a sleek, compact

design

Next Gen Towing Mirrors feature a large,
single flat mirror above a smaller convex

mirror in a sleek design

Original Towing Mirrors are much larger
than any standard mirror and feature a

huge single mirror above a smaller convex
mirror - for serious towing!

TOWING MIRRORS



531MM351MM 448MM

 Black Chrome Raw

Compact    

Next Gen    

Original    
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fold towards door 
standard driving position
fold towards bonnet

Clearview Towing Mirrors™ fold inwards or outwards if
accidently struck whilst 4WDing or parked. They are designed
to lock into place in any of the three pre-set pivot positions;

Double telescopic steel arm construction, with 2 or 3 arm
positions (depending on model), won’t retract when driving at
high speeds or when passing large trucks.

Features include:

Available in Black or Chrome. Next Gen and Compact models
also have the option of a non textured blank mirror cover,
which can be painted to colour-match your vehicle by a third-
party automotive paint shop. 

clearviewaccessories.com.au
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Clearview™ mirrors mount securely
in the same position as your
original mirrors. They are true
replacement mirrors, designed to
use the same holes, fittings, and
wiring (when applicable) as your
original mirrors for plug & play
installation.
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All Clearview Towing Mirrors™ are engineered specifically for
each vehicle and feature most of the same functionality as the
vehicle’s original mirrors.

TOWING MIRRORS

360°
Camera

360 degree parking system
allowing for extra vision of
all angles of the vehicle.
Located below the mirror
head. Camera must be
removed from the OEM
mirror and installed into
your new Clearview Towing
Mirrors™. Only available for
vehicles with pre-existing
360 camera feature.
*Options may vary
depending on make, model
and year of vehicle.

Blind Spot
Monitoring

Ultrasonic or radar sensors located on the side and rear of
vehicle body. Small indication light on the mirror glass
alerts you when another vehicle is in your blind spot.
Audible alert (beeping) or an induced vibration or light
shake of the steering wheel will occur if the turn signal is
flashing. Only available for vehicles with pre-existing BSM
feature. *Options may vary depending on make, model
and year of vehicle.

Memory
Ajustments

 

Allows different drivers to recall the position of the mirror,
steering wheel and seat. Settings are found on the inside
of the driver's door armrest. Only available for vehicles
with pre-existing memory feature. *Options may vary
depending on make, model and year of vehicle.

Heated
Glass

Demists and defogs glass on the mirror in frosty, icy
weather, working off the same de-mist system as the
vehicle. Frost and ice will melt away from glass when
turned on. Only available for vehicles with pre-existing
heated glass feature. *Options may vary depending on
make, model and year of vehicle.

Power-Fold

Clearview Mirrors will electrically fold towards the body of
the vehicle when you lock the vehicle, and electrically
return to the driving position when you start the vehicle.
Only available for vehicles with pre-existing power-fold
feature. *Options may vary depending on make, model
and year of vehicle.
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CAT 6
Indicators

The Clearview CAT 6 LED Indicator option is designed
for vehicles with a GVM upgrade. These indicators
comply with ADR 6/00 Category 6, a requirement for
some GVM upgrade vehicles. *Available to order with
CAT6 indicator, if required.

clearviewaccessories.com.au

Peace of mind with the knowledge that
Clearview Towing Mirrors™ are compliant
with all applicable Australian Design Rules,
ensuring their legality in all states and
territories of Australia.

Clearview Towing Mirrors™ are proudly
Australian Owned and Built. 
We build our mirrors tough. We make
them in Australia. We test them in
Australia. And we build them to withstand
the rigors of the Australian outback. If they
withstand the Australian outback, they’re
tough enough for any country!

As we build our mirrors in Australia, spare
parts are readily available in Australia.

Indicators

Electric

Clearview Mirrors provide vertical and horizontal
adjustment of the mirror glass to suit your preferred
viewing angles. The single mirror model offers electric
adjustment of the mirror and the double mirror
models allow for the larger top mirror to be electrically
adjusted. The bottom mirror is manually adjusted. Only
available for vehicles with pre-existing electric feature.
*Options may vary depending on make, model and
year of vehicle.

Lights in the side of the  mirror will flash to notify
others that you have intentions to change lanes or
turn. Clearview indicator mirror models include clear
indicator lens with amber LED lights. Indicators in all
manufactured mirrors are a standard CAT5 indicator.
10 LED lights inside lens.  Only available for vehicles
with pre-existing indicator feature. *Options may vary
depending on make, model and year of vehicle.

OAT
Sensor

An Outside Ambient Temperature (OAT) sensor can be
found in some mirrors to monitor air temperature. This
information is transmitted to the car’s computer,
which controls the heating and cooling based on your
preferred interior temperature. *Options may vary
depending on make, model and year of vehicle.

CLEARVIEW ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE | 2023
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TOWING MIRRORS

The Clearview Next Gen & Compact Towing Mirrors extend out as far as the Clearview Original Mirrors but retract closer to the factory profile of
the standard mirrors they replace!

When set to their normal driving position, the mirrors remain unobtrusive during your daily commute when you don’t need extended mirrors,
or when you need to fit into tight spaces. For a clearer view of your set up when towing or reversing, Clearview’s Next Gen & Compact Mirrors
extend a full 180mm, extending your field of vision to help see you to your destination safely.
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Mirror size and driving position comparable to
OEM mirrors
The Clearview Compact Towing Mirror is our
smallest towing mirror which sits on a double
slide and slides right back into the vehicle when
not towing,  just like an OEM mirror.
Telescopic 2-stage extension provides 3 towing
positions to choose from, and won’t retract when
driving at high speeds or when passing large
trucks.
For a clearer view of your set up when towing or
reversing, Clearview Compact Mirrors extend a full
180mm, extending your field of vision to help see
you to your destination safely. 
Large convex single mirror reduces the objects
that it reflects, allowing the driver to have a much
wider field view and diminishing blind spots.
Single mirror models are recommended for
vehicles with large canopies or for towing
anything under 15ft.
Choice of Manual Fold or Power Fold* (*Options
may vary depending on make, model and year of
vehicle)
2-in-1 Category 5 LED indicator light/clearance
light
Category 6 LED Light available as optional extra
Clearview towing mirrors™ fold inwards or
outwards if accidently struck whilst 4WDing or
parked. 

COMPACT TOWING MIRROR FEATURES:

COMPACT

Compact Towing Mirrors feature a large, single convex mirror in
a sleek, compact design.

141MM

208MM

179MM

176MM
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The Next Gen top mirror has a large, flat surface that can reflect
vision directly down the sides of your caravan or trailer, and the
bottom, smaller convex mirror, reduces blind spots by allowing you
increased vision out to the lanes beside your vehicle.

NEXT GEN

Mirror size and driving position comparable to OEM
mirrors
Telescopic 2-stage extension provides 3 towing
positions to choose from, and won’t retract when
driving at high speeds or when passing large trucks.
For a clearer view of your set up when towing or
reversing, Clearview Next Gen Mirrors extend a full
180mm, extending your field of vision to help see
you to your destination safely. 
Large top mirror 1:1 ratio. This large, flat mirror
provides a narrower field of view, reflecting true
distance for reversing. It provides an exact reflection
of what’s happening behind you.
Smaller bottom mirror. This slightly curved mirror
makes objects appear closer than they are. The
convex mirror reduces the objects that it reflects,
allowing the driver to have a much wider field view
and diminishing blind spots. This mirror provides a
better understanding of what’s happening around
the vehicle.
Due to their double mirror design, Next Gen's are
recommended for all your towing needs.
Choice of manual or power folding* (*Options may
vary depending on make, model and year of
vehicle)
2-in-1 Category 5 LED indicator light/clearance light
Category 6 LED Light available as optional extra
Clearview towing mirrors™ fold inwards or
outwards if accidently struck whilst 4WDing or
parked. 

NEXT GEN TOWING MIRROR FEATURES:

180MM

162MM

66MM

141MM

210MM
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Original Towing Mirrors are much larger than any standard
mirror and feature a huge single mirror above a smaller convex
mirror - for serious towing!

ORIGINAL

Available for over 40 vehicle models.
Telescopic arms with 2 different driving
positions, Normal Driving Position and
Extended Towing Position.
Sturdy steel arm construction won’t retract
when driving at high speeds or when passing
large trucks.
Very large top mirror 1:1 ratio. This large, flat
mirror provides a narrower field of view,
reflecting true distance for reversing. It
provides an exact reflection of what’s
happening behind you.
Smaller bottom mirror. This slightly curved
mirror makes objects appear closer than they
are. The convex mirror reduces the objects that
it reflects, allowing the driver to have a much
wider field view and diminishing blind spots.
This mirror provides a better understanding of
what’s happening around the vehicle.
Extends up to 103mm for towing
Choice of Manual or Power Folding feature on
certain models 
ADR compliant, tough Australian design built
to last.
Clearview towing mirrors™ fold inwards or
outwards if accidently struck whilst 4WDing or
parked. 

ORIGINAL TOWING MIRROR FEATURES:

172MM

197MM

108MM

200MM

81MM
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TROUBLE GETTING IN AND OUT OF YOUR VEHICLE? 
REVOLUTIONISE YOUR TRAVEL EXPERIENCE WITH
CLEARVIEW™ POWER BOARDS.

If your vehicle is built for off-road and has been lifted for clearance, stepping
in and out of the vehicle can take more effort! Clearview Power Boards
provide a safe stepping surface without sacrificing all-important clearance!
 
These retractable side steps provide an easy and safe way to step in and out
of your vehicle. 
 
Clearview Power Boards are fitted under the vehicle, running along the
length of the vehicle between the wheel arches on both the driver and
passenger sides.

Clearview Power Boards are triggered by the vehicle’s door sensor. When
the door opens, the Power Board is activated and automatically "lowers" up
to 300mm (depending on model) to a convenient stepping height. When
the door closes, the Power Board will automatically retract back to the body
of the vehicle.
 
The inbuilt safety feature activates if any resistance is felt on the step
resulting in the step holding its position. Opening and closing the door again
will deactivate the Power Board’s safety stop.
 
With 300kg load capacity, safety cut off feature and IP68 rating on the
motors, accessing your vehicle is as easy as one step up.

12



The best of both worlds - Retracting side steps descend on opening and
retract on closing, making it easier to get into the car without sacrificing
ground clearance.
A hefty 300kg load capacity per step
Safety cut off feature in built whereby if the Power Board senses any
resistance during opening or closing, it holds its position.
2 or 3 (depending on vehicle model) mounting brackets on each side
provides additional strength and durability for when you need it most
IP68 rated motors
No drilling of new holes required - designed to mount into existing OEM
holes
Plug & play installation
Maintenance free
Easy to clean!

Features include:

RETRACTS

13clearviewaccessories.com.au
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Rock Tamers™ 2” Hub Mudflap System Matte Black/Stainless Steel Trim Plates (Includes 1 x 850mm Rock Screen
insert) 

ROCK TAMERS™ are the premiere adjustable and removable mudflap system, providing the ultimate protection when towing caravans, fifth
wheelers, horse floats, trailers and more – the perfect solution for anyone wanting the utility of heavy-duty mudflaps whilst maintaining your
vehicle’s stylish appearance.

Protect your investment. A quality mud flap system will help protect your vehicle and trailer, caravan, or boat from preventable damage.
Rock Tamers™ help prevent rocks from continuing to bounce along the underside of the towable, preventing further damage.

There when you need it. Easy installation and removal with no drilling required, makes Rock Tamers™ a convenient solution for when not
towing full-time. When installed, Rock Tamers™ don’t restrict access to the back of your tow vehicle.

Save money with Rock Tamers™. Not only are dent repairs, paint touch ups and broken rear windscreens costly, but Rock Tamers™ can be
transferred from vehicle to vehicle, extending the usable life of your purchase! Rock Tamers™ are versatile and adjust to whatever you’re
driving and whatever you’re towing. You don’t need to purchase a different size if changing caravan or trailer size, or when swapping
between towables. (i.e. boat, camper etc)
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Rock Tamers™ Mudflap patented system is easy to attach or remove
from any standard 50mm draw-bar (purchased separately)
Mudflap height is adjustable to maintain consistent ground
clearance when towing various loads
Overall width is adjustable and easily fine-tuned to fit most tow
vehicles
Adjustable width (1695mm – 2380mm)
Full sized 9mm thick rubber mud flaps (610mm x 610mm) moulded
with a layer of tear-resistant fabric.
Mud flaps can be cut to fit your specific vehicle application
Back of mud flaps features anti-splash pattern
Heavy gauge aluminium support rods anodized to withstand
corrosion.
Centre hub and arms are made of aluminium that will not corrode
or rust
Stainless steel mounting hardware
Stainless steel trim plates
Includes free 850mm wide Rock Tamers Rock Screen 

Features include:

Constructed of a double layer of heavy-duty, rip-stop truck
mesh
Resists fraying/tearing when holes are cut for electrical and
hitch penetrations
Measures 850mm wide x 450mm deep and is 800mm
between the top corner eyelets
Includes 1 mesh insert and attachment hardware

With their matt black, powder-coated UV protected finish,
forged aluminium hub and arms, stainless steel support rods
with zinc coating and full-length black rubber flaps, ROCK
TAMERS™ are the top quality, high-performance mudflap
system you’ve been waiting for.

BONUS 850mm wide Rock Tamers™ Rock Screen attaches
between the two Rock Tamers flaps and eliminates damage
from stones, gravel, small debris, tar, etc. while traveling. Rock
Screen features include:

clearviewaccessories.com.au

Part No.
RT-RT108 

1695MM – 2380MM

610MM
x

610MM
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Inflation – Inflate up to 4 tyres simultaneously via an air-compressor.
Borrow Air – Inflate a tyre without an air-compressor by borrowing air from up to 3 tyres.
Deflation – Deflate up to 4 tyres simultaneously.
Equalisation – Equalise tyre pressure across multiple tyres simultaneously.
The Tyre Spider allows you to easily stagger tyre pressures across any combination of
tyres via the 4 controllable inlet valves and digital pressure gauge.

An easy to read, LED back-lit digital display for day or night use
Measurement range of 0-60 PSI
Capable of reading the tyre pressure in 4 different modes (PSA, Bar, KPa and Kg/cm2)
60PSI Balancing tank
Includes 4 x individual valves, one for each tyre and 1 main valve. 
Each kit contains two 5 metre hoses and two 8 metre hoses for simple application on
the longest of wheel-based vehicles.

ON ROAD OR OFF ROAD, THE CLEARVIEW TYRE SPIDER™
HELPS MANAGE YOUR TYRE PRESSURE IN ALL CONDITIONS.

The Clearview Tyre Spider™ is designed to speed up, simplify and reduce time bending
down and kneeling at each tyre, while managing tyre pressures. Whether you’re driving on
sand or through muddy/soft tracks, the Tyre Spider will quickly and easily assist you to
evenly adjust the tyre pressures of your vehicle, caravan, or trailer. 

Designed to work independently OR attached to your vehicle’s air-compressor, the Tyre
Spider has four main functions:

Features include:

The Tyre Spider can be used in almost any situation!

16

Part No.
TYR-01  
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Conveniently stowed, this cutlery set folds open/closed and
can be secured with its straps and quick-release buckle clips,
for efficient, safe storage.
Can be permanently/semi-permanently installed onto the
side of your Fridge Cage or table with its two included
carabiner clips.
Individual pockets and elastics keep your cutlery and utensils
in place without clanging against each other, preventing
scratches or damage.
The included plastic cutting board is low maintenance and
perfect for when on the road!
Heavy-duty black Canvas provides a durable storage solution

The Clearview™ Cutlery Set is the perfect addition to your current
Clearview Pantry or camping kitchen to keep all your cooking
essentials conveniently in place and organised when on the road.

This 24-piece cutlery set includes 4 x forks, 4 x knives, 4 x
tablespoons and 4 x teaspoons, as well as a Chef’s knife, bread
knife, paring knife, spatula, serving spoon, tongs, chopping board,
and even a bottle opener/corkscrew!

Containing all your essential cutlery and cooking utensils, this is
your one-stop-shop for all things cooking on the go.

KEEP YOUR COOKING ESSENTIALS WITHIN
EASY REACH!

clearviewaccessories.com.au

Part No.
CUT-01   

Dimensions: 
56 W x 43cm H 
(when opened)

2 x carabiner clips
for easy hanging

Individual
pockets and
elastics keep
everything in

place

Heavy-duty
Canvas 

Secured
with straps
and quick-

release
buckle clips

Convenient
carry handle

Conveniently stowed,
cutlery set folds

open/closed 
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PERFECT FOR YOUR NEXT OFF-ROAD ADVENTURE! 

A “must-have” when camping, the Clearview™ kitchen
pantry and tray makes life so much easier for storage
and space while on the road.

The Clearview Pantry features a clever, compact, fold-out design with
modular components to maximise space inside your 4WD, canopy or camper
trailer.

With its three work platforms, the Clearview Pantry features all removable
parts for easy maintenance and upkeep.

Pantry pictured with Easy Slide Part No.
KIT-01   

380MM

53
0

M
M

1735MM

660MM

1280MM
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Store your items and access extra platform space to
prepare a quick meal or snacks!
Dual access to the 74L of storage volume via front
access door and top access opening
Two work tops with additional pull out work top
Lockable lid and front access door with keyed alike locks
Weighs only 23Kg with its powder coated aluminium
body and lid
Comes fully assembled and includes 9L collapsible
silicone sink
It’s unique, well-thought-out design makes it a breeze
to store your items and access extra platform space to
prepare a quick meal or snacks!

FEATURES:

Includes 9L
collapsible silicone

sink

Dual access to the 74L of
storage volume via front

access door and top
access opening

Brushed finish sliding
work surface made

from marine grade 316
stainless steel

The Clearview kitchen
pantry makes life so

much easier for storage
and space while on the

road

*Easy Slide not included with Pantry
** Pantry compatible with the ES-100 PLUS Easy Slide. 

CLEARVIEW ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE | 2023
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Lower and raise your fridge with the press of a button for convenient access to its contents.

Designed from the ground up, the Clearview Power Slide’s design is lightweight and efficient. 

Low Power Consumption
Power consumption is critical in any set up and the Power Slide’s low current draw makes it
suitable for most existing battery setups.

When empty, the smallest Power Slide draws a max current of 4.0 Amps during lowering,
and 5.2 Amps during lifting. When loaded with 80kg, it draws a max current of 4.0 Amps
during lowering and 13.0 Amps during lifting. The largest Power Slide draws 3.1 Amps and 4.1
Amps respectively when empty and 3.1 Amps and 11.0 Amps respectively when loaded with
100kgs.

Lightweight Efficiency
A large, fully stocked fridge can be extremely heavy, requiring a Power Slide that can
effectively function under its weight, without adding unnecessary additional weight to the
overall set up.

Weight/GVM is an important factor in any set-up and even the largest Power Slide weighs 
 only 38kg (only 29kg for the smallest Power Slide)!

With a load rating of 180kg, the lightweight Clearview Power Slide™ is designed to smoothly
lower and raise a fully loaded fridge. Its unique scissor lift design is supported on each side by
synchronized, self-aligning actuators, ensuring that the fridge always remains perfectly level. 

THE WORLD’S FIRST PATENTED, ALUMINIUM,
POWERED FRIDGE SLIDE!



FEATURES INCLUDE

Includes 4 x
 Fridge Straps!
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Tri Scissor Synchro-Lift Technology allows the fridge platform to be lifted and lowered exactly vertically, simultaneously by two
actuators. This balanced power generated by a set of synchronized, self-aligning actuators ensures that the fridge always remains
perfectly level.
Gently lowers with the press of a button, allowing you to access your fridge
Lightweight, aluminium extruded construction makes it lighter than any other fridge lowering slide
Quick release double runners and heavy duty Travel Lock that is guaranteed not to rattle!
Innovative design with no exposed cables and 15-amp Anderson Plug power supply as standard
180Kg load rating to support a fully loaded fridge
Smoothly lowers the fridge up to 290mm
Easy Operation and Installation with self-aligning Actuators

PS-S (SMALL)  
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 813mm x 544mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 738mm x 390mm
WEIGHT: 29KG

PS-M (MEDIUM)   
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 838mm x 614mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 772mm x 460mm
WEIGHT: 30.5KG

PS-L (LARGE)   
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 965mm x 684mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 885mm x 530mm
WEIGHT: 35KG

POWER SLIDE DIMENSIONS

PS-XL (EXTRA LARGE)
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 1041mm x 714mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 960mm x 560mm
WEIGHT: 38KG

CLEARVIEW ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE | 2023
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H A N D L E  U P  

F R I D G E  U P

EASY ACCESS TO COLD FOOD AND DRINKS 
NO MATTER WHERE YOU’RE GOING

The Clearview Easy Slide™ is an ADR and OHS compliant quality-
designed product that can be easily installed in your vehicle, so
you have easy access to cold food and drinks no matter where
you’re going. 

This state-of-the-art fridge lowering slide is easy to use and access
from the back of your vehicle or from within your canopy.

Simply unlock the travel lock mechanism, pull down on the yellow
ergonomic slide quick release runner levers and pull the fridge
towards you to full extension. A gas strut-assisted vertical scissor
lift action and safety latch system then allows for safe and easy
lowering of your fridge, providing convenient access to its
contents.

H A N D L E  D O W N  

F R I D G E  D O W N

Accessing your fridge has never been easier, or safer!
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FEATURES INCLUDE

ES-220PLUS   
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 1005mm x 690mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 885mm x 530mm

EASY SLIDE DIMENSIONS

Includes 4 x 
 Fridge
Straps!

Smoothly lowers the fridge up to
290mm, with the option of 4 different
platform heights to choose from.
Unobtrusive handle allows for
uninterrupted access to your fridge
180Kg load rating to support a fully
loaded fridge or pantry
Quick release double runners and
heavy duty Travel Lock that is
guaranteed not to rattle!
Adjustable Fridge Cage available to
suit

clearviewaccessories.com.au

ES-100PLUS   
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 846mm x 550mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 738mm x 390mm

ES-150PLUS   
OVERALL BASE DIMENSIONS 846mm x 620mm
TRAY DIMENSIONS 738mm x 460mm

CLEARVIEW ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE | 2023
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THE STRAIGHT FRIDGE SLIDE
THAT FULLY ADJUSTS TO FIT
MOST PORTABLE FRIDGES. 

Maximise storage and minimise movement
– no matter the fridge you travel with. 

With 81 different tray dimensions possible,
the Clearview Expanda Slide™ is designed
to fit your travel fridge perfectly!
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Easy to Assemble Dual Heavy Duty Lock
that is guaranteed not to

rattle

Heavy Duty Slide

180Kg load rating to support a fully loaded fridge, generator or tool box
Uninterrupted access to your fridge, generator or tool box
Easy to use and access from the back of your vehicle or from within your
canopy.
Adjustable fitting dimensions mean that it’s easy to stow in most
locations.

The Expanda Slide’s patented Aussie design is also great for hard-to-access
items such as toolboxes, generators and barbecues. 

Simply unlock the travel lock mechanism and pull the fridge towards you to
full extension. 

EXP-01   Adjustable Length = 670mm  > 870mm  
Adjustable Width = 380mm  > 540mm  

EXP-02   Adjustable Length = 870mm  > 1070mm  
Adjustable Width = 490mm  > 650mm  

CLEARVIEW ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE | 2023
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Store your gear safely around your fridge without restricting critical airflow
with a Clearview™ Fridge Cage!

Your fridge compressor will produce heat whilst working and its important
to allow sufficient space around the fridge for this heat to escape.

Fridges often change as circumstances change, so we designed a Fridge
Cage that would adapt to your changing needs. The ES-100 /ES-150 Fridge
Cage is both width and height adjustable to fit a variety of fridge sizes and
Easy Slides. The Fridge Cage can be lowered to 3 pre-defined positions that
are 50mm apart. Its footprint can also be adjusted to 2 pre-defined widths,
to accommodate either our ES-100 or ES-150 Easy Slides, saving valuable
storage space. 

MAXIMUM STORAGE, MINIMUM WEIGHT 

Future proof your set-up with an Aluminium Fridge Cage that
adapts to your needs.
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Protect your fridge from scratches and dents
Maximise available storage space in your vehicle by stacking your gear safely around your fridge without anything falling behind it
whenever you pull your fridge out
Built tough with high-grade 2.5MM laser cut Aluminium
Weight/GVM is an important factor in your set-up as you don’t want to be travelling in a vehicle that is overweight. Our Fridge Cage
weighs in at only 13kg.
Adjustable height and width to suit your fridge
Adjustable Height 520mm - 620mm
Adjustable Width 566mm – 636mm (+40mm securing lips)
Convenient flat pack design is easy to assemble and install

Avoid loose gear damaging your fridge whilst maximising your storage area in your vehicle.

clearviewaccessories.com.au

DESIGNED TO ADAPT TO CHANGING FRIDGES AND SLIDES.

Part No.
CAGE-01   

830MM 566MM/636MM

710MM

50MM
50MM

35MM

620MM

ES-150
ES-100
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The Clearview Clip on Tray is a portable camping table designed to conveniently hang
off your Easy Slide or Drop Slide. Each tray is supported by two fold-out legs allowing the
tray to hold up to 15kgs in weight.  It’s easy clip on/clip off design makes it a breeze to set
up extra platform space to prepare a quick meal, snacks or a cold drink!

CLIP ON TRAY

Light weight, powder-coated Aluminium tray
Red or Blue Trays available to suit the Clearview Easy Slide or
MSA Drop Slide
Quick and easy to install and remove as required
Carry bag included to protect the tray when stowed away
The Clip on Tray conveniently stows away under your Easy Slide!

The perfect addition to your set up, the Clearview Clip on Tray is a
quick and easy way to instantly create a workable area.

454M
M 390MM 454M

M 530MM

SMALL TRAY LARGE TRAY

WHETHER IT’S A DAY TRIP OR LONG TRIP, SPACE IS ALWAYS AT A
PREMIUM AND INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS ARE A MUST HAVE!

TRA-01 (Suits Easy Slide ES-100 / ES-150)   

TRA-03 (Suits ALL MSA Drop Slide Models)   

TRA-02 (Suits Easy Slide ES-220 Plus Model)   

TRA-04 (Suits MSA Drop Slide Models DS40SIDE,
DS50SIDE, DS60, DS60SIDE, DS95)   

15 KG
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The Cable Saver protects your portable fridge cable from getting caught
or jammed in the bearing runner of your fridge slides, by keeping them
up and out of the way. The Cable Saver attaches securely to your fridge
slide with its strong magnetised base.
560mm standard height too high? No worries! The tail of the Cable Saver
can be trimmed by up to 100mm to meet your preferred height.

KEEP YOUR PORTABLE FRIDGE CABLES SAFE AND PROTECTED WITH THE CLEARVIEW CABLE SAVER.

Strong magnetised base 
for secure attachment

clearviewaccessories.com.au

Part No.
CSV-01   
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SCAN TO FIND 
a Clearview 
Dealer 

SCAN TO VIEW 
our Installation 
Instructions  

SCAN TO FIND 
your Product   

Need more help? 
Clearview™ products can be purchased and installed through our 
dealer network, Australia-wide. To find your nearest dealer, visit

clearviewaccessories.com.au
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3 Frog Court, Craigieburn VIC 3064,
Australia (03) 8351 9933

CLEARVIEWACCESSORIES.COM.AU


